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An Eigenvalue Problem for a Semi-infinite Pretwisted Strip

By Frederic Y. M. Wan

1 .  Introduction

‘For an isotropic, homogeneous and linearly elastic sheet subjected to self-
equilibrating edge stresses over a portion of its boundary and free of surface and
edge load otherwise, an explicit rate of decay of the stresses in the sheet was
given in [1 ]. In particular, the stresses in a semi-infinite rectangular strip
subjected to self-equilibrating in-plane normal and shear stress resultants along
its short edge become exponentially small at a distance large compared to the
strip width away from the loaded edge. For a strip with a small amount of
pretwist, one would expect the rate of stress decay to be qualitatively similar to
that of a flat strip. However, it was noted in [2] that a Saint-Venant type solution
for a pretwisted rectangular strip subjected to equal and opposite sheet end
bending moments, first obtained in [3], becomes unrealistic whenever a dimen-
sionless pretwist parameter h is large compared to unity. With p proportional to
the amount of pretwist and inversely proportional to the sheet thickness, the
pretwist parameter may be large even for a slightly pretwisted strip, if the sheet
is sufficiently thin. Therefore, an analysis of the (self-equilibrating) edge load
problem for the semi-infinite pretwisted strip should be instructive. For a strip
with a relatively small amount of pretwist so that pal, it is apparent that a
straightforward perturbation solution [4] would give four families of eigenfunc-
tions for the relevant eigenvalue problem, all with a decay length which is
essentially that of a flat strip with a small correction term of order p. As we shall
see, the situation for ,~>l is qualitatively different from that of the flat strip. Of
the four possible families of solutions in this case, three have a decay length
short (of order ,u-‘i3) compared to the strip width. The decay length of the
remaining family is much longer, by a factor p, than the strip width. Therefore, a
Saint-Venant type solution for the sheet bending problem is of dubious value
beyond the range of p considered in [3]. In particular, the detailed distribution
of applied edge loads is likely to be significant for a pretwisted strip sufficiently
thin so that @+ 1.
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The combination of one long and three short decay lengths for our problem is
distinctly different from the results for complete shells of revolution, for which a
Fourier sine and/or cosine expansion of the solutions in the polar angle is
possible [5], An asymptotic solution for the present problem requires some
finesse.

2. The eigenvalue problem for a pretwisted strip

We consider here a slightly pretwisted strip of uniform properties and constant
thickness h, whose elastostatic behavior is governed by Marguerre’s linear
shallow shell theory with the middle surface of the shell in Cartesian coordinates
given by z = I?x~, where k is a positive constant. For a semi-infinite isotropic
strip of width 2b and with Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio u, we
introduce the dimensionless quantities
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where w and F are the midsurface axial displacement and the Airy stress
function, respectively, and write the two governing partial differential equations
for a strip free of surface load as

For p>l, we se1

v*v*w= - py., v*vy= pW”, (2)

where primes and dots indicate differentiation with respect to ,$ and n, respec-
tively, and V*( ) = ( )” + ( ). In terms of j and W, we have also

+p&= -(w-+ VW”), +,x- - (1-v)W’. ( 3 )

for the stress resultants and couples needed in later development.
We are interested here in solutions of (2) of the form

A solution of (9
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which give rise to no edge resultant and couple along the edges JJ = k b (n = 2 1)
of the shell. The differential equations (2) require that $ and $ satisfy the ODE
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ent. The leading terms +o, #o and x. are determined by the eigenvalue problem

Along the edges q = 2 1, the homogeneous Kirchhoff-Bassett stress boundary
conditions, NY,, = NYx = MYY = Q,, + MY._ = 0, require

The ODE (5) and (6) and the boundary conditions (7) constitute an eigen-
value problem with h as the eigenvalue and with p as a parameter. We are
interested here in the solution of this problem for p> 1. We mention in passing
that for p<l, a straightforward parametric series solution [4]

shows that the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are essentially those for a flat
strip with small correction terms of order p.

3. Eigenfunctions with long decay length

For p> 1, we set x=Ap and write the boundary value problem (5)-(7) as

,fl =*l: ~=~.=~..+~~-2~~=~...+(2-~)~-2~~.=0.

A solution of (9)-(11) may be obtained in the form of parametric series
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The solution of (13) may be written as

+ B, cos 2yn + B2 cos yq cash V? ~TJ + B3 sin yn smh fi yq + Be,

+ Bi sin2yT - Bzsinyq coshV’3yq + B3cos yq sinhfiyn,

where y = + ‘A,, . The constants of integration Bi and Ci (at least some of them)f
and the eigenvalue parameter & are to be determined by eight homogeneous
boundary conditions (14).

The functions in I/+, multiplied by the Ci’s are odd in 7, and those multiplied
by the B;‘s are even in q. The opposite is true for +a. The eight conditions (14)
may therefore be arranged into two uncoupled sets of four homogeneous linear
algebraic equations, one for the Bi’s and the other for the Ci’s. For our purpose
(as stated in the Introduction), we will consider only the second set. The four
equations for the Ci’s are equivalent to the three conditions

C,cos2y+ C*sinysinhdTy- C3cosycoshfiy=0,

2C,sin2y-C1(cosysinhfiy+fi sinycoshfiy)

- C3(sinycoshv3y- fl cosysinhfiy)=O,

2C,sin2y- C>(cosysinhfiy-%‘T sinycoshfiy)

- C3(sinycoshdT y+ V’3 cosysinhfiy)=O, and write (5)-(7) 2

and the following expression for C’a:

Ce= Cicos2y+ Czsinysinhfiy- C3cosycoshtiy. (17)

For the equations (16) to have a nontrivial solution, the determinant of the
coefficient matrix must vanish. This requirement implies that the eigenvalue &,
must be a root of the transcendental equation

cos2y [cosh(2fly)+co~(2~)] 2 . (18)

The eigenvalues are therefore given by n=l,2,3 ,..., as

J@)= (2yJ3, n=l,2,3  ,..., (19)
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where y,, are the roots of (18) for which &, has a positive real part. For each xg),
the homogeneous boundary value problem (13), (14) has a nontrivial solution.

With A-&,/p and p>l, the solution of the boundary value problem (5)-(7)
and the corresponding stresses in the strip become exponentially small only at a
distance away from the loaded edge much larger than the strip width. Inasmuch
as p increases with decreasing k for a strip with fixed width and pretwist [see
(l)], the geometrically induced slow decay solutions found above may be
considered as a counterpart of the slow decay solution induced by a certain type
of anisotropy in flat sheets, found in [6]. But in contrast to the fourth order
plane problem encountered in [6], the present shell problem involves an eigen-
value problem for an eighth order system of ODE. The study of this eighth order
problem requires a completely different set of analytical tools.
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4. Eigenfunctions with short decay length

While the results of last section are all we need to show that the decay length for
the stresses in a pretwisted strip may be much longer than the strip width, it is
still of some interest to investigate how the decay length of other solutions of the
eigenvalue problem (5)-(7) behaves for large TV. Since we can prescribe four
independent boundary conditions along the edge x =0 of the pretwisted strip,
we expect that there should be three other families of eigenfunctions associated
with three other sets of distinct eigenvalues (whose real part is positive). In what
follows, we will show that there are in fact three families of eigenvalues whose
dependence on y differs in an essential way from those encountered in the last
section.

From the structure of the ODE (5), (6) we expect that any new solution of
our problem must be such that the contribution of the last term on the left side
of each equation can no longer be neglected. This in turn suggests that we set

and write (5)-(7) as

9

e

0
Evidently, an asymptotic solution in e is appropriate for the above eigenvalue
problem. In fact, with the rescaling (20), a straightforward application of the
results of [7] gives’

L+7)1’3{ 1, $(l? fi i)},

r1=1,2,3 ,..., as well as the corresponding eigenfunctions. The latter will be

IThe other roots of i3= 2 m are rejected, as they have negative real parts. Also, we again
considered only the case of $ odd and $I even in 7.
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omitted, as they are not particularly relevant to our discussion here. We have
therefore the following asymptotic behavior for the eigenvalue parameter:

The decay length for these three families of solutions is therefore short com-
pared to the strip width.

It should be noted that eigenvalues problems such as (5)-(7) can often be
transformed into those considered in [7] by simple preliminary rescalings The
method outlined in [7] becomes applicable to the rescaled problems, though not
to the original problems.

Appendix. Higher order corrections for solutions with long decay length

The perturbation scheme of Sec. 3 also allows us to calculate higher order
correction terms. We will illustrate this with a discussion of the 0 (p-‘)
problem, i.e., the determination of $i, +, and x, in the expansions (12) for a
given choice of &,.

Inserting (12) into (9)-( 11) leads to the following boundary value problem for
the determination of $r and $,:

Again, we will consider only solutions of c$, and $i which are even and odd in v,
respectively.

The general solution of the two ODE (A.1) is

+i = A, sin(2yq) + A3 sin( yn)cosh(  fly?)

+A~~OS(Y~)S~~~(~Y~)+~,~~~(~)+~~~~~~(~). (A.4)
Without writing out the particular solutions $eP, $,P, +aP and +,P explicitly, we
merely note that the constant x, does not appear in these four functions.

For a given choice of &, (and therefore & and c#+,), the four boundary
conditions (A.2) give four conditions on the five constants A[ and x,. We note
that the condition on 4;’ is equivalent to A,, + vK$/& = 0 and thereby determines
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’ %

Since & is an eigenvalue of (16), the coefficient matrix of (A.5)-(A.7) is of rank
2. For this system to have a solution, the augmented matrix must also be of the
same rank. This condition determines it completely. The two conditions (A.5)
and (A.6) determine A2 and A3 in terms of A ,. Finally, A, may be fixed by a
normalization condition.
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